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9537. Happy Birthday to someone who's fun to be around!

9505. There's no one quite like you. Happy Birthday!

8977. ...but I'm not taking any chances! Happy Birthday!

8971. ...but we're not as dumb either, so it all balances out! Happy Birthday!

8972. Oh my! That's the biggest one I've ever seen!

8975. As we get older, it's important to increase our fruit intake. Happy Birthday!

8974. It's a new thing called Alternative Facts! Happy Birthday!

8973. ...even if you're too old to act it! Happy Birthday!

8970. Your Future Looks Bright! Happy Birthday!

8969. Sending you sweet birthday wishes.

8968. ...forget the score and just keep swinging. Happy Birthday!

8978. ...what "I'm too old for this crap" means. Happy Birthday!

8976. ...and so is your first born. Happy Birthday!

8978. Happy Birthday to someone who's fun to be around!
8967. This card is **AMAZING, TERRIFIC, TREMENDOUS**. The best card ever in the history of cards...

8966. We just need to find it first! Happy Birthday!

8965. Stay up all night, eat everything you want, and get totally trashed! Happy Birthday!

Inside: It's the TRUMP card! #happybirthday #butenoughaboutyou #itsallaboutme #imastablegenius

8964. What's the cheapest thing we can buy and still get a box?

Inside: I hope you get what you want on your birthday!

8961. Another year older? That's got to smart! Happy Birthday!

Inside: You've got this! Happy Birthday!

8960. 28,000,000.

8962. This is a really smartboard.

8968. Happy birthday to the world's greatest lover...

Inside: ...of beer! Cheers!

8959. You've always had a special lust for life! Happy Birthday!

8958. Happy birthday to the world's greatest lover...

Inside: ...of beer! Cheers!
8955. Happy Birthday!
Remember, we can still do anything we could do when we were younger.

Inside: We just look a whole lot funnier doing it!

8945. Happy Birthday!
You're still the cat's meow and that's all that matters!
Happy Birthday!

8941. We've been through a lot together...
Inside: ...and most of it was your fault. Happy Birthday!

8943. But then, so are WE! Happy Birthday!

8944. But then, look at all the practice you've had! Happy Birthday!

8946. Well blow me down! Happy Birthday!

8947. Have as many as you can! Happy Birthday!

8949. ...of giving a rat's ass! Happy Birthday!

8948. ...you were the remote control? Get up & have a good ol' time on your birthday!

8953. I hope your day is picture perfect! Happy Birthday!

8952. Have a blast on your birthday!

8954. Holy Shit—! Happy Birthday!

8955. Happy Birthday!
We just look a whole lot funnier doing it!
8940. Hope your birthday is full of friends, laughter and a comfortable pair of jeans.

8938. Good news is so is everyone else! Happy Birthday!

8937. And you’re getting better every year! Happy Birthday!

8936. ...with low lighting and a few beers!! Happy Birthday!

8935. Maybe just a smirk, Mona?

8934. The secret’s out! Happy Birthday!

8931. ...even though everybody is beeping and flipping you off as they pass you! Happy Birthday!

8930. GUILTY

8933. ...of not looking any older! Happy Birthday!

8929. Hope you get what you want! Happy Birthday!

8928. Happy Birthday!

8925. I think we finally got the hang of it! Happy Birthday!

8924. Some more than others. Happy Birthday!
8923. Eat the freakin' cake! Happy Birthday!
8922. Naked and screaming! Happy Birthday!
8919. Especially when I squint! Happy Birthday!
8918. ...and growing plants that you'll never smoke! Happy Birthday!
8917. I hope your birthday is out of this world!
8916. Go for it! Enjoy it! Happy Birthday!
8911. ...your birthday balloons cause lift off! Happy Birthday!
8910. Worrying about your age will only lead to one thing...
Inside: ...wrinkles. Happy Birthday!
8909. ...and that calories don't count either. Happy Birthday!
8908. ...discounts! Happy Birthday!
8907. Now you should be bragging about it! Happy Birthday!
8906. We give the heat! Warm wishes on your Birthday!
8905. Fake News! Happy Birthday!
8904. We give the heat! Warm wishes on your Birthday!
8903. Remember now that we're older, age is just a number...
8886. ...that your parents had sex! Happy Birthday!

8890. Wisdom, you gain WISDOM! Happy Birthday!

8901. ...get moving & have a Happy Birthday!

8902. It loves you unconditionally. Happy Birthday!

8903. ...you can never have too many of them. Happy Birthday!

8904. ...but I think our bodies may have already figured that out. Happy Birthday!

8908. ...or wine about it! Happy Birthday!

8909. Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday to someone who's never afraid to break some balls!

8913. Our age may be getting up there but we can still stop traffic.

8914. WISH I NEVER DISCOVERED GRAVITY!
8866. You’d have a whole herd of ponies by now. Happy Birthday!

8868. You’re that old? Happy Birthday!

8871. Sometimes all in the same day!

8872. You wonder how you got this old this fast. Happy Birthday!

8873. Time for your nap! Have a relaxing birthday!

8874. Thanks for making me one who can! Happy Birthday!

8875. ...has snuck up on you. Happy Birthday!

8876. Getting up to pee at night makes a great security system! Happy Birthday!

8877. You’re that old? Happy Birthday!

8878. Either the years are showing, or the party was great! Happy Birthday!

8879. You’d have a whole herd of ponies by now. Happy Birthday!

8880. ...but is the trade off really worth it?! Happy Birthday!

8881. It’s your birthday, GO WILD!

8882. ...or simply pajamas, wine & take out! Happy Birthday!

8883. ...as old as you!” Happy Birthday!

8884. Not many people can say they’ve been friends for as long as we have.

8885. “...as old as you!”

8886. The good news—You’re hotter than ever! Happy Birthday!

8887. The bad news—You’re surrounded by cakes

8888. Today you get your way! Happy Birthday!

8889. ...has snuck up on you.

8890. Hope your birthday is delish!

8891. Time for your nap! Have a relaxing birthday!

8892. You wonder how you got this old this fast. Happy Birthday!

8893. Happy Birthday to a special friend I knew as a child, an ally throughout my adult years.

8894. Getting up to pee at night makes a great security system! Happy Birthday!

8895. You’re that old?

8896. You’d have a whole herd of ponies by now. Happy Birthday!

8897. You wonder how you got this old this fast. Happy Birthday!

8898. Today you get your way! Happy Birthday!

8899. I’m only supposed to take two of each animal, but my wife insisted...

8900. Either the years are showing, or the party was great! Happy Birthday!
8860. Hope you get what you want! Happy Birthday!

8858. ...or a siesta! Happy Birthday!

8856. Hope your birthday is full of treats!

8852. Hmm, Who is Harry Birchbat? Happy Birthday!

8851. In honor of my lifestyle, I’ll eat before I come over. Happy Birthday!

8850. Time to cook up a Happy Birthday!

8845. ...but your body knew that years ago! Happy Birthday!

8843. ...right in your own closet! Happy Birthday!

8842. Hope the birthday fun lasts a long time! Happy Birthday!

8841. Weazz morning, noon and night. Happy Birthday!

8840. If you can’t find a good partner...it really helps to have a good hand. Happy Birthday!

8839. Have a purrfect birthday!

8838. It’s the wrinkles elsewhere we won’t mention! Happy Birthday!

8837. You’ve got my vote for a happy birthday!

8836. ...all you need is a little cat-i-tude. Happy Birthday!

8835. Happy Birthday!

8834. At your age... Sex is a lot like phyleing bridge...

8833. We should be proud of our laughter lines...

8832. Cat Thermostat

8831. Age & glasses of wine should never be counted. -Italian Proverb

8830. Time to cook up a Happy Birthday!

8829. In honor of my lifestyle, I’ll eat before I come over. Happy Birthday!
8791. ...and your body says you've got to be kidding! Happy Birthday!
8788. Do web and channel surfing count? Happy Birthday!
8787. That's a lot of peeing! Happy Birthday!
8786. Here's to doing old people stuff together! Happy Birthday!

8785. Don't let us down. Happy Birthday!
8784. Even the dog can't hide his excitement!
8777. You'll always be ageless to me! Happy Birthday!
8775. Slightly older in other places! Happy Birthday!

8774. Even if you're WTFing on the inside! Happy Birthday!
8772. I see you're not having any trouble keeping up! Happy Birthday!
8770. ...and you say "what chart"? Happy Birthday!
8765. Or in your case...beer! Happy Birthday!

8764. ...fortunately it's a big state filled with lots of fun people like you and me! Happy Birthday!
8763. He should have a nice butt too!! Have a nice birthday!
8759. It's your birthday! Drop everything & go celebrate!
8756. It helps absorb all the alcohol. Happy Birthday!
8755. I see you're not having any trouble keeping up! Happy Birthday!
8786. He should have a nice butt too!! Have a nice birthday!
8748. ...you’re just finally gotten your brain cells to a manageable number. Happy Birthday!

8746. ...I always thought it was the bladder! HAP–PEE Birthday!

8745. ...inside the box. Happy Birthday!

8742. The bad news is...they also found out how old you are! Happy Birthday!

8741. You know you’re going to hurt, you’re just not sure where! Happy Birthday!

8738. I wonder why? Happy Birthday and may you have many, many more!

8734. It’s a do–it–yourself book! Happy Birthday!

8733. She drank her liquor straight out of the bottle! Happy Birthday!

8728. ...but some of us are going slower than others. Enjoy your birthday!

8722. You must be ecstatic! Happy Birthday!

8721. Hell, at your age you should probably celebrate everyday!

8716. Within several large bottles of alcohol! Happy Birthday!

8715. Don’t worry, I trained him myself. Happy Birthday!

8714. It just means we let the grandkids blow out the candles! Happy Birthday!

8709. ...2 or 3 a night, filled with a nice wine. Happy Birthday!

8708. “When the cabbage eaters are at your front.” Happy Birthday!
8707. The one that says, "what the hell happened?" Happy Birthday!

8703. How old you are going to be this year! Happy Birthday!

8702. All husbands get that way. But you look marvelous! Happy Birthday!

8700. Obviously never tried taking it away from you! Happy Birthday!

8627. …do it in the bedroom so people will think you got lucky! Happy Birthday!

8586. …Dead.

8487. To someone who’s been around since the stoned age!

8473. …than you did last time you turned 29! Happy Birthday!

8468. May I see your I.D.? Happy Birthday!

8448. Even if it lasts till 8pm! Happy Birthday!

8447. Margaritas hit the spot every time! Happy Birthday!

8434. …reality! Happy Birthday!

8433. They give nap dances! Happy Birthday!

8426. Without having to P! Happy Birthday!

8423. I’m only going to say this once, Happy Birthday!

8422. Getting older with your friends…priceless! Happy Birthday!
8410. To say goodbye! Happy Birthday!
8408. Live each day like you’ve lost ten pounds! Happy Birthday!
8403. It’s your birthday—Horse around!
8402. “This one’s going to be trouble!” Happy Birthday!
8392. Now keep repeating... “I’m not that old, I’m not that old, I’m not that old.” Happy Birthday!
8364. Happy Birthday, you old fart!
8363. That’s geezer-talk for sleeping through the night without needing to pee! Happy Birthday!
8356. Yeah, what was up with that!? Happy Birthday!
8329. Aging disgracefully is a blast! Happy Birthday!
8285. It’s always Senior Discount Day somewhere. Happy Birthday!
8245. Hope this birthday has you feeling on top!
8221. Next! Happy Birthday!
8205. ...is as cool as you are! Happy Birthday!
8190. Have a good old-fashioned time on your birthday!
8184. A pitcher is worth a thousand words! Happy Birthday!
8174. It’s your birthday. Party your ass off!

8162. It ain’t for wimps! Happy Birthday!

8161. Happy Birthday! Have a blast!

8128. Bitches like us live forever!

8125. Hope you get everything you’ve been looking for and more! Happy Birthday!

8087. It’s called PINOT MORE. Enjoy!

8085. …if we can’t remember why we got in the car in the first place?!! Have a memorable birthday!

8061. I mean, who really needs to remember what they did five minutes ago?

7454. Douglas!

7450. We won’t be young and gorgeous forever!

7423. Congratulations on putting another year behind you! Happy Birthday!

7346. We’ll always be friends! Happy Birthday!

7325. …and sometimes you pee your pants a little! Happy Birthday!

7294. May your birthday cup runneth over!

7283. …we’ll just wait in the bar.

7215. We’ve become the incredibly sexy older women that all young girls just wish they could be! Happy Birthday!
7166. …probably the same idiot who said money can’t buy happiness.

7058. …pick a body part, any body part! Happy Birthday!

4960. …even if the steeple are pointing in the wrong direction! Happy Birthday!

4820. Or is it, as we age, we mellow with a good wine? Happy Birthday!

4735. …was a good thing! Happy Birthday!

1875. Hope all your birthday wishes come true!

1715. …and the eyesight to tell the difference. Happy Birthday!

1686. A shitload of candles!

1384. …it makes it harder for the vultures to land.

1380. A belly button. Happy Birthday!

1377. Aw, hell. Yes, you are. Happy Birthday!

1317. The fantasy lives on!

1159. Happy Birthday, O great one!

8778. Good thing you’ve been practicing! Happy Birthday!

8725. …is as cool as you are! Happy Birthday!
**40th Birthday**

8920. Coming to terms with being forty will take some time.

Inside: You have one year! Happy Birthday!

8801. Or at least beered & cheered! Happy Birthday!

**50th Birthday**

7193. …is a 39 year old person wondering what the hell just happened! Happy Birthday!

8950. Now that you’re 50 it’s time to reflect on your wild youthful adventures...

Inside: …and start planning the next crazy escapade! Happy Birthday!

**60th Birthday**

8884. …but those days are long gone! Happy 50th!

8806. You’re HOTTER than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

1742. “What else can I do while I’m down here?” Happy 50th!

**Inside:**

Shall I say you’re not in? Happy 60th Birthday!

**Inside:**

Shall I say you’re not in? Happy 60th birthday!

**Inside:**

Two Thumbs up for Milestone Birthdays

8951. Pardon me, your 60th birthday has arrived.

Inside: Shall I say you’re not in? Happy 60th birthday!

8885. Not to mention countless fingers. Happy 60th Birthday!
8861. The rest of us are having trouble keeping up! Happy 80th Birthday!

8779. Sadly, none of them can be printed here. Happy 80th Birthday!

8462. You must be one of the lucky ones! Happy Birthday!

90th BIRTHDAY

8980. ...there’s no such thing as too many. Happy 90th Birthday!

8912. 90 years ago it was you! Happy Birthday!

8780. It just means you have to allocate a greater amount of time to your recovery! Happy Birthday!

100th BIRTHDAY

8913. You can! Happy 100th Birthday!

8781. We’re still having them! Happy 100th Birthday!

8464. You are! Happy 100th Birthday!

BELATED BIRTHDAY

8962. My memory isn’t one of them! I hope you had a Happy Birthday!

8921. I’m sorry I forgot your birthday!

Inside: But I think you’ve reached that age where you’ll forget that I forgot! Belated Happy Birthday!
21

Our genetic test results are in and it's just as we suspected...

8939. Awesomeness runs in our family! Happy Birthday!

8825. ...looks up to you! Hope you have a great birthday!

8794. Happy Birthday Relative!

8643. No matter what happens, you'll always have your family. Happy Birthday!

THANK YOU

I don't quite know how to thank you.

8981. I don't quite know how to thank you.

Inside: Let's just say there's a hug with your name on it!

8915. ...speaks volumes! Thank You!

8937. Oh wait—that was you! Thank You!

8793. Countless Thanks.

8737. Oh wait—that was you! Thank You!

8724. ...LOADS!

THANKS...

8470. I'm forever grateful!

RELATIVE BIRTHDAY

it's not hard being related to someone so...

8956. But hopefully one day you'll get over it! Happy Birthday!

844. I merely failed to remember it on time.

8798. Holy Crap. I forgot your birthday. Belated Happy Birthday!

8798. It's in a quiet moment at the end of a long day that I remember...

844. I merely failed to remember it on time.

CARDS: 80th, 90th, 100th BIRTHDAY, BELATED & RELATIVE BIRTHDAY, THANK YOU
8419. But maybe you should stop wearing your underpants on the outside like that!

8945. Happy Anniversary

Inside: ...to a couple who’s right on course!

8927.

Inside: Such a perfect pair! Happy Anniversary!

8867. Happy Anniversary!

8855. You two are big winners!

Happy Anniversary!

8807. Wishing you many more years of experimenting in the lab!

Happy Anniversary!

8800. Proof that some things do get better with age.

8843. You guys just know how to make it work.

Happy Anniversary!

8730. ...just the way you AARRR!

Happy Anniversary!

8585. May the flames of passion burn on!

8476. ...knowing who’s the boss!

Happy Anniversary!
8455. And whatever else is on TV! Happy Anniversary!

8334. I see you have a non-traditional marriage
Inside: One that’s lasted. Happy Anniversary!

8328. Would I like some cookies? Inside: I thought you said “some Nookie”! Hope your anniversary is filled with all kinds of sweet surprises.

1777. …it just falls asleep in front of the TV! Happy Anniversary!

RETIREMENT

8933. Now Your Day Will Begin… Inside: When You Say It Does! Happy Retirement!

8799. …and decided we aren’t letting you out! Congratulations on your retirement!

8731. You’ll have lots of time to discover the real you! Happy Retirement!

8461. Rest, relax, nap, snack, repeat! Happy Retirement!

8879. HOPING that fun is the only thing on your agenda! Congratulations!
8979.  Hope you feel better soon!

8963.  Marge, do we have any antacids?
Inside:  Hope you feel better soon!

8914.  I hope you feel better soon!

8957.  We're pulling for you!
Inside:  Get well soon!

8897.  Get Well Soon!

8848.  Sorry you're stuck inside...
Inside:  Get well soon!

8849.  I had my dog lick it instead!
Get well soon!

8854.  ...is always best.
Get Well Soon!

8813.  You're also awesome!
Hope you feel better soon!
8782. Feel Better Soon!

8761. Here’s hoping your forecast is looking brighter!
Get Well Soon!

8755. If the doctor ever suggested something fun! Feel better soon!

8718. Don’t lift anything heavier than the remote! Feel better soon!

8494. Well, normal for you anyway. Get Well Soon!

8340. Here’s a nice cup of chicken noodle vodka!

5597. ...that you’ve been feeling shitty. Get Well Soon!

1466. Here’s a list of useful terms to speed your recovery: